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Application and scope of the ActApplication and scope of the Act
  

The Employees’ State Insurance Act, 1948 (ESI),
enables the financial backing and support to the
working class in times of medical distress such as:
Sickness.
Maternity Leave.
Disorders(mental or physical).
Disability.
Death.
It is a self-financed initiative, which serves as a type
of social security scheme, to prevent the working
class from any financial problems arising out of the
above medical issues.
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Applicability of the ESI schemeApplicability of the ESI scheme
                               The ESI scheme is applicable to all

factories and other establishments as defined in
the Act with 10 or more persons employed in such
establishment and the beneficiaries’ monthly wage
does not exceed Rs 21,000 are covered under the
scheme. Whether the employer has employed 10
or more employees, all employees employed by the
employer, agnostic of the salary are reckoned.
                                 The scheme under the act also
supports restaurants, motor road transports,
newspaper establishments and undertakings,
movies and purview theatres, hotels, shops . The
threshold for coverage of establishment is 20
employees in Maharastra and Chandigarh.



Objectives:Objectives:
  1. To expands the network of ESI Scheme (New working) and to apply the

           requirements of ESI Act, 1948. (fulfilment)
 
2. To make fund and certify it’s utilize development for reverberation financial
           health of the plan.
 
3. To generate sufficient infrastructure for given that medical services.
 
4. To  support State Govt. for provided that proper medical care services at ESIS
            Hospitals and Dispensaries.
 
5. frame budget showing the probate acceptance and expenditure.
 
6. Get better fulfilment with the Financial Accountability Framework.
 
7. Improved clearness/Improved Service delivery of Department (Service Level
              Benchmark/Evaluation of ESIC Hospitals)
 
 8. Responsiveness of ESIC Scheme to stakeholders.

 



Constitutionality of the ActConstitutionality of the Act
  

The ESI Act serves as a constitutional
instrument because of its practice of providing
insurance and medical insurance. While the ESI
Act is mostly executed through the ESI
Corporation, the Central Government takes
control of most of the proceedings.
This control by the Central Government largely
contributes to the constitutionality of the Act,
because Insurance, be it public or private, is
listed in the Seventh Schedule of the Indian
Constitution as a Union List subject i.e. it can
only be legislated by the Central Government.
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